This paper will thus discuss these concepts, ethics and communication, the proximity and distance between them, as well as
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the absolute conciliation between them, which shall be termed perfect communication, or communication-ethics.
Generally, the concept of communication is associated with strategy, or with an instrumental level of communication, which is marked by the moral asymmetry between the interlocutors, given that there is a lack of transparency in strategic contexts, as well as a predominance of perlocutionary intentions and, where possible, derived actions, that is, the supremacy of one actor over another or over all actors. In these cases, the degree of ethical awareness is confined to the so-called rules of the game, should they be present. Even when present, they are not always made explicit nor subject to the control of referees, when the latter are involved. communication, a means of overcoming the traditional polarization of technology and humanism, so as to offer a scenario of possibility, a utopia of technology working in the interests of humanism. And it is to this conciliation that our aforementioned audacity is being applied, by arguing that there are sufficient indications to conclude that the first signs of a global society of communication are emerging. A case in point is that of the Copenhagen summit regarding the reduction of carbon emissions until 2050, a genuine demonstration of discursive ethics.
Strategy and communication
The strategist equips himself in the best possible way with sets of data and establishes the most logical links between them relative to the strategy employed, that is to say, he develops a structured way of attaining his goal, to be successful, to obtain advantages over his rivals. The perfect level of information of the strategist will therefore not correspond to a perfect level of interlocution, since in the latter situation he will only mention what he deems favorable to him and will conceal those facts which are contrary to his interests. This involves, therefore, a teleological level of action, when the action is structured not in order to share results but in the interests of the relative results among competitors.
In an instrumental-functional-teleological context, a particular and basic level of communication will prevail that is centered on one' s self, and consequently, has ego as its centerpiece, -egocenter. The action will be slightly less egocentric if it is centered on the corporate ego, that is to say, on us, but it will still act in the interests of the group or the corporation. In such cases, the individual situates his interest (that of his individual body or that of his individual conception of world) within the interest of a plural body -corporation -(an identity resulting from corporate interests) or of a society (pertaining to the integration of society members), provoking another center of action, the sociocenter.
Shifting attention from the social to the universal, actions will be more and more decentralized and will be for the benefit of all, encompassing all the constitutive parties of a universal, unified body. All are one and each one is part of a whole. In this context, every human being will see the others symmetrically and the expectation is that actions will be oriented towards an anthropocenter, the center which favors human beings as an end in itself (principle of humanity). The possibility to reduce centralizing even more would be present, an almost sanctified level of identification, in which all parties share the same destiny. This teleology
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in which the universal is not restricted to the realm of human beings shall be termed holocenter, denoting the convergence of all parties towards one single center, a center towards which all converge.
Useful for the thesis supported in this paper (that without ethics, These conquests involving success over others are not rare and they also frequently exclude some, promoting themselves via a corollary of universalistic claims while simultaneously excluding others. In the past, even genocide was justified using arguments which established discursive totalities (main ideological camps).
One factor which has limited and even exhausted human potential for universalizing rights and conquests has been the nation-state paradigm as well as the difficulty involved in transcending the latter. The nationstate, particularly following the diffusion of universalistic values from the French Revolution, represented a universalizing force in the conception of a universal man but paradoxically also divided human beings into
French, English, Germans, and so on. 
to observe as a spectator, one can also be invited to interact as far as identity and subjectivity are concerned, and not merely as a consumer or buyer. Therefore, not only is a new communicative paradigm on the brink of being introduced, but it has already been set in motion, since it lies in front of a virtual gate which is already open. But advances occur in this way: they are at first symbolic and rhetorical-discursive before becoming concrete.
The world has become smaller, but it is far from being one.
Globalization is a fact. The universalization of human beings and of their rights, prerogatives and obligations is perhaps already a virtual fact but it is more than a mere declaration because when parties encounter one another, confront or cooperate with each other, it can be admitted that a paradigm of intersubjectivity has been entered into and, therefore, one of argument. Not only at the level of agonistic argument but, above all, concerning the possibility of enjoying discourses which are not systematically dominated and therefore communicative. were to prevail, humanity would regress to the teleological-strategicperlocutionary stage and consequently would search for success centered on the ego (egocenter) or the corporate we (corpocenter). The human condition, however, has never been so well-understood. There could well be a world in which the other will not be the barbarian, perhaps because the world itself which we have divided into languages and states has become small at the same Time (in terms of connectivity), as well as vulnerable. In the worst-case scenario, mankind could literally all be in the same boat, in the same oikos.
Conclusion
The exponentiation of mercantile, technological and informational processes which has been termed "globalization" has considerable implications for the future. And, as always, the future offers a Manichean view: the interpretation of the future as the apocalypse, a scatological future, therefore, or a utopian future, literally u-topos, meaning that it is without its place (topos) in the present. Of course, the potential for progress-including moral progress -is evanescent. The stage which has been reached is clearly noticeable, and can be read in two contrasting 
